
BATTERY CHARGING & MAINTENANCE

IMPORTANT VISUAL INSPECTION BEFORE Periodic Maintenance Checks

AND AFTER USE: * Battery Load Test - At regular intervals,

Check: ensure your Service Centre puts your

1 The battery hold-downs are secure and maintained. battery under a battery load test.  If the

2 Terminals are free from corrosion.  Clean Terminals voltage falls below a certain level, the 

if corrosion exists. battery could be defective or wearing out.

3 Check fluid level is above the battery plates in all * Electrical System Test - Many reasons

cells and at upper level if indicated. for premature battery failure, or low

* Battery State of Charge Test performance from batteries are often not

If fluid level is above the plates, then a quick Hydrometer due to the battery itself, but a result of

test will check the State-of-Charge of the battery.  Draw electrical shorts and leakages within the

acid into a Hydrometer, so that the float is lifted free and wiring system.  It is recommended that

not touching the bottom.  The barrel must be held regular service checks are made on

vertically and your eye on a level with the surface of the your electrical system.

liquid. Battery Charging

If the batteries are not being used

Generally the battery state of charge is as follows: regularly, you should put the battery on

*AGM FLOODED charger at least every 4 to 6 weeks.

Voltage S.G. (25 degC) State of Charge Action Required

12.8 1.26 100% NIL Please follow the instruction from the 

12.4 1.22 75% Recharge if possible Battery Chargers specifications.

12 1.18 50% Recharge necessary

11.8 1.15 20% Recharge required For further queries contact:

11.5 1.12 Discharged Recharge essential

A1 Batterypro

If a variance between cells exists of greater than .030, 7 Cemetery Road

then your battery may be faulty, please check with Mackay  Qld  4740

A1 Batterypro for further testing. Ph:  (07) 4957 6123

* Ensure that the charger used is the correct type for AGM/Gel Batteries. Fax:  (07) 4957 2367
The ideal battery charger is a Switchmode Fully Automatic.


